
Assessment and Feedback 
 

The International  
Baccalaureate Middle 
Years Program Way 





  ∗Students are supported and  

encouraged by being provided specific 
feedback ON criteria so they know 

where they are and what they need to do 

to improve Academically. 

  ∗Teachers make decisions about 
student achievement using  

professional judgement, guided by 
Subject Criteria ThAT is known in 

advance by the students. 

  ∗Students are provided multiple and 
varied ways to master learning 

throughout  the year.



 Assessments promote deep  
understanding and critical 

thinking skills. 

 Overall, a grade should  
be the most accurate  

reflection of the most recent  
progress in student’s learning.  

 Grades encourage consistent 
improvement and do not punish 

for earlier mistakes. 



IB MYP Performance Level Descriptors 

0 The student does not reach a standard described by any of the descriptors below. 

1 The student is working toward meeting subject specific objectives. 

2 The student is working toward meeting subject specific objectives. 

3 The student partially meets subject specific objectives. 

4 The student partially meets subject specific objectives. 

5 The student mostly meets subject specific objectives. 

6 The student mostly meets subject specific objectives. 

7 The student completely meets subject specific objectives. 

8 The student completely meets subject specific objectives. 

 



Criterion A B C D 

Language and 
Literature 

 Analyzing  Organizing  Producing Text  Using  Language 

Language Acqui-
sition 

Comprehending spo-
ken and visual text 

Comprehending writ-
ten and visual text 

Communicating  Using Language 

Individuals and 
Societies 

Knowing and under-
standing 

Investigating Communicating Thinking

Critically 

Sciences Knowing and Under-
standing 

Inquiring and design-
ing 

Processing and evalu-
ating 

Reflecting on the 
impacts of sci-
ence 

Mathematics Knowing and under-
standing 

Investigating patterns Communicating Applying  

mathematics in 
real world con-
texts 

Arts Knowing and under-
standing 

Developing skills Thinking creatively Responding 

Physical and 
Health Educa-
tion 

Knowing and under-
standing 

Planning for perfor-
mance 

Applying and per-
forming 

Reflecting and  

improving  

performance 

Design Inquiring and Analyz-
ing 

Developing Ideas Creating the solution Evaluating 



 
High School Courses  

Conversion Scale 
 

      A  6.0-8.0 
      B  3.75-5.99 
      C  2.5-3.74 
      D  1.5-2.49 
      F  0.0-1.49 




